Abstract-The key to the portfolio optimization problem is to achieve effective income risk allocation. Using single index model brings forward portfolio model with transaction costs and reduces the calculation of the investment portfolio covariance matrix. At the same time, use genetic algorithm to solve objective function and combine actual data to make simulation experiment. It is turned out that genetic algorithm can be used to better solve the model and the results reflect the rationality of the model.
INTRODUCTION
In 1952, the famous American economist Markowit z published Portfolio Selection [1] and put forward the thought and methods to determine the minimu m variance portfolio collection, which laid the cornerstone of the portfolio investment theory and marked the beginning of modern investment portfolio theory. In Markowitz's model, the optimal portfolio selection is transformed into optimization to solve the problem, that is to say, under a certain level, to minimize the risk; or under a certain level of risk, maximize the income. That is, carry out the portfolio selection through quadratic programming model. However, when there are many variables, for the Markowit z model, the amount of calculation of covariance matrix is big and the actual operation is difficult to achieve. In view of the above shortcomings of Markowit z model, scholars have improved the model. Sharpe put forward the Single Index Model. [2] Co mpared with Markowitz model, although the precision of the calculation of single index model is reduced, the income of its hypothetical assets is only related to the market overall average yield. And the relationship between the securities is connected by the market, which greatly simplifies the calculation of the model. [3] Besides, Markowitz model is based on strong hypothesis, without thinking problems such as not allowing short selling and short purchase, trade costs and minimu m trading units, etc. There are problems in practical operation. In recent years, many scholars do some researches on this [4] 
The covariance between security i and j
. Then the yield rate expectation of the investment portfolio h is the biggest hand number [8] permitted to be invested in number i security S, finally, improve Markowitz model, the objective function can be expressed as:
Among them, the first constraint is the limit for C. It is generally demand III. MODEL SOLVING Genetic Algorithm is a calculation model that simulates the natural selection of Darwin's biological theory of evolution and biologic evolution process of genetic mechanism, and a kind of method to search the optimal solution through simulating natural evolution process. It has the characteristics of highly parallel, random and adaptive search and has the ability to search the global optimu m in theory. [7] However, when actually seeking the optimal value, it uses fixed selective probability and crossover probability to make tradit ional genetic algorithm cause premature convergence at the early evolution. Thus in the middle and later evolutionary process, it lacks individual diversity and reduces the algorithm search ability and finally converges to local optimal solution. [9] Therefore, researchers use adaptive genetic algorithm to solve the objective function. And the specific algorith ms of the adaptive genetic algorithm [10] suggested is as follows:
A. Encoding
A security is corresponding to a gene position. A chromosome has n gene position (represents n securities).
Using integer coding, the value of the gene represents the hand number of this portfolio investment. Chro mosomes generated in the in itialization need feasible test. The second constraint condition of the objective function must be needed. However, for the chromosome which cannot meet the first constraint condition, researchers need to do the following process:
C. Generate the Initial Group
(1) Judge whether it is feasible; 
D. Selecting operation
Every time select a chromosome for a new population according to the following way:
Step 1: Define the reproduction probability for each
Vk according to sorting of adaptation:
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E. Improved Crossover and Mutation Operation
(1) Autoregulative crossover probability and mutation probability Crossover and mutation operator play a decisive role in the convergence of genetic algorithm. In order to avoid the occurrence of divergence and getting into local optimu m, keep good individual and speed up the optimizat ion, researchers improve crossover and mutation operation. V. CONCLUSIONS This article uses the single index model of Sharpe, which greatly simplifies the counting process of optimal investment portfolio. Besides, it uses adaptive genetic algorithm, which solves the NP problem of nonlinear integer programming. In securities investment decision, it has more practicability. Using genetic algorithm solves this model and uses matlab software to compose the program. Through instance simulation, the feasibility of this algorithm has been verified and it has achieved satisfactory results.
